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                                                               atid Isciac w"s iLnderstood to 1〉e a {ypology of Christ's crucifixion. ThisCJL I)'ri llI: fi'iLS U) -'〈) -'〈)7 7' 〉 Y 7, "7" i･7 7 73: lH: liF" )!ftU; t" 0)kln":7'i (?' (fi, iee･} 〈 ij S} L z;r
                                                               link was made because Isaau cartying his own firewood was seen as
7bsl") {,, -(-JC:1i`j' agilt 7:;: £/Hl SilS1"'i'tjl (!r Jl.: (f: 'L'S -t±`, "it-S. fci.!i! "j:"Jilt '(Y'hi'i,: t5 tt prefiguritig christ carrying his {)wn cross, In terms of the overa1l
7k: ,II ') 4r ii〈iTJ' JtS,Lii3{i 75t )!kU;ltiihi0) lll: IfFt!･ IY {']:- e)l[1L 7'1] , 1TiJ ll.S:-Ikl; 0) )l'7〉 Si" c'{)m1)()siti(}f], this painting's t)1acement {)f a bib1ica1 scene in the midst
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        i:. "n'iCJhlM)-)1:: ,,k'iL'1il"CEI tli'4:〈731Vi2 .iYst)2L21)･･ ( S'l: """i fil//) patinir's works. While Patinir depicted landscapes in his works, oftenfil'i c,) I Vi･ J,1"t I l
                                                               tliose landscapes themselvcs held sonie symbolic meaning for the
                                                               painting's overall subject inatter. Here too, it is fully likely that the
                                                               landscape t)ears some symbolic iTieaning, H{)wever, in a 1607 painting
                                                               today in the Hermitage (fig. 2 / Ertz no, l54) which bears almost the
                                                               same composition as the NMWA work, we see that the addition of
                                                               supplemental motifs transformed tl}e painting into a Flight into Egypt
                                                               themed work, The use of tl)e same landscape in works with different
This wooded landscape dated by inscription to 1599 is from Jan subjects means, essentially, that it is the landscape which is important.
Brueghel's early period, a time of vigorous activity as a painter in his This implies that the ad(led thematic eletnents are just that, added. It
homeland after his return from his 1589-1596 Italian sojourn, Wooded might be forcing the issue to say that in these works Jan was
landscapes formed one of the irr)portant painting genres in the emphasizing the development ofa purc landscape scene, regardless of
Netherlands from the end of the 16th century through the 17th century. the religious meanings of their subjects. Even if the depiction of the
This trend is thought to have originated with Pieter Brueghel's landscape was one of the main motive forces behind the creation of the
preparatory drawings made for his prints. The trend spread through the works, the majority of wooded landscape scenes created by Jan
prints of Hieronyinus Cock, and was fully developed in the paintings of Brueghel also offered some non-evei'yday element such as a biblical
Gillis van Valkenburgh and Jan Brueghel. It is extremely fascinating to scene in their rnidst. As a result, it is undeniable that in the NMWA work
note that the earliest works of Jan Brueghel were connected to his Jan has chosen a wooded ]andscape scene as a suitable setting for his
famous father in the choice of subject matter even though Jan had no religious subject. natnely the tale of Abraham and Isaac enroute towards
direct training from his father Pieter, who died the year afterJan's birth. Mount Moriah. The feeling of this special scene, one completely
  A bit of distant landscape and sky can be seen in the right half of this separate from everyday life, can be thought to have been shared by
painting, while the left half of the composition is filled to the upper edge many wooded landscapes created during this period.
with a densely wooded forest scene. Five woodsmen can be seen in the Another work with almost the same composition is today in the
lower left foreground, all involved in the process of cutting and Mittlerheiniches Landesmuseum in Mainz, Germany (Ertz no. 57). Ertz
gathering firewood. Amidst these men, the figures of Abraham, on a determined that the Mainz work is an "original replica," and while only
donkey, and Isaac can be seen walking out of the forested area towards judging from color transparencies, it appears that the brushwork on the
the left. Abraham looks towards Isaac with a worried expression as Isaac trees, branches and Ieaves is extremejy stolid in nature and lacking the
strides one step ahead, carrying a bundle of firewood on which he delicately detailed brushwork which is one of the greatest fascinations
himself will be sacrificed by his father. Isaac looks ahead and his of Jan Brueghel's painting style. While, of course, the not very good state
posture can be seen as an expression of lsaac taking his own fate in his of repair of the Mainz work must also be taken into consideration, it
hands. seems appropriate to consider the Mainz work eitherastudio work ora
  A small stream runs through the forest, and in the background copy of the NMWA work.
travelers, deer, and other elements can be seen. While the intent is not The NMWA work is in good condition. There are areas of horizontal
completely clear, the great number of birds depicted amongst the trees repair at the joints of the three horizontal boards which form the support
might make this work also related to the zoological compendia type panel and slightly below the Iower joint. Such repairs, however, are
works by Ruland Savery and others. The brown foreground tree makes a extremely typical for works from this period. There is a slight bit of
splendid contrast with the dark green colored tree in the background, retouching visible in the central tree area and in the sky in the upper
and the yellow leaves struck by the sun's rays can also be seen as links right of the composition, while overall the painting fully conveys Jan
to Savery's unrealistic landscape depictions. And yet, the sense of Brueghel's own detailed brushwork and fascinating palette.
unreality in the entire work is softened by the various greenish colors The NMWA owns a few 17th century Flemish paintings, including
and the work's precise detailing. While the three-layer composition of works by Rubens, Jordaens and Van Dyck, but up until this time the
dark foreground, bright middle ground and misty distance might museum has not owned a single Brueghel work. While earlier views of
possibly reflect a direct continuation of the methods learned from Paul 17th century Flemish painting have taken a Rubens-centric approach, in
Brill, whom Jan met in Italy, the landscape shown in this work is closer fact, painting in Flanders during this period was as richly diverse as that
to the more naturalistic landscape depiction that predates that of Brill. of its rival, 17th century Dutch painting known for its landscapes, still-
Jan had a tendency to heighten the sense of unreality in his work lifes and gallery paintings. While Jan Brueghel retained deep
through depictions of distant scenes and the sky, but here these motifs connections to the traditions of otherworldly and fantastic landscapes
have been kept to an absolute minimum. His focus on depiction of the of the preceding century, he added his own delicately detailed
scene in the forest gives this work a realistic sensibility. This sensibility brushwork as he created an unexpected landscape painting realm that
can be particularly understood through comparison to a work painted seems to fuse the imaginary with the real, This painting is an important
the previousyear, Landscape Lvith 7bbias (fig.1 / Ertz no,47, Lichtenstein addition to the NMWA collections, standing as a representative example
Collection). The mountainous landscape in the right half of the of 17th century Flemish landscape painting, a genre that is clearly
Lichtenstein work clearly shows traces of a world landscape view style distinguished from the Dutch landscape paintings of the same period.
created in the preceding century. The unrealistic depiction of the right (Akira Kofuku)
half of the composition contrasts vividly with the the realistically
depicted forest scene in the left half of the composition. This visual
asymmetry is one of the great fascinations of the Lichtenstein work. By
comparison, the NMWA work is dominated by a sense of reality, giving
its viewers the impression of a pre-figuring of the Dutch paintings of the
same period.
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